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I. INTRODUCTION: 
 

Welcome to JET! Pretty soon you’ll be taking off and touching           
down in Tokyo to begin your life as an Ibaraki JET. After arriving, you              
will attend Tokyo Orientation, before taking a bus up to Mito to meet your              
supervisor and move into your apartment. Below are some comments,          
experiences and bits of advice about arriving in Japan, provided by           
current and former Ibaraki JETs. Names have been changed to numbers           
for privacy reasons, but many of us will still be in Japan next year and               
are looking forward to meeting you. Enjoy!  
 
II. ADVICE FROM IBARAKI JETS 
 
1. 
 

● Expect to be really busy and to not have internet at first. If you can               
send messages or emails at Starbucks, so you can keep in contact            
with the people back home. 

 
2. 
 

● Heat, humidity, paperwork, bowing 
 
3. 
 

● It's August in Tokyo. You will be hot. So hot. And tired. And you               
will have to get up early to attend orientation lectures. But chin up!             
Make friends with the people around you (you never know when           
you might want to use their couch when you're traveling around           
Japan next Golden Week). And if Ibaraki's CIRs or PAs are hosting            
a meet and greet any of those evenings -- you should go!! You'll be              
spending the rest of your year with these people and they're a great             
source of information! Plus they're awesome people and down the          



road you'll thank yourself for getting to know them sooner rather           
than later. 

 
4. 
 

● The best advice I could give you is to come into this with NO              
expectations. Many people come to Japan thinking that they know          
what is up, "I have an idea of what will happen and how my schools               
will be". But more often than not, their situation turns out to be             
completely different. Coming here with absolutely no expectations        
is the best way to avoid disappointment and confusion. 

 
● Situations, students and towns in Japan vary just like all other           

countries. Not everything is going to be like the movies or animes. 
 

● Come with an open mind and you will do just fine. 
 
5. 
 

● Expect it to be extremely hot and humid the whole summer. Take            
this into serious consideration as you will sweat...a lot! So be           
prepared with a sweat towel, water and maybe a change of shirt.            
First impressions in Japan are taken very seriously so keep this in            
mind as you navigate the first few weeks in your new role. The             
first few days in Tokyo are hectic but fun. Getting to your            
placement is when it starts to feel real. You will be whisked around             
doing various things like starting a bank account, getting various          
documents signed etc and it can feel overwhelming. This feeling is           
intensified if you have little to no Japanese skill. On that note you             
will be expected to make a speech, preferably in Japanese, in front            
of the whole school. Your supervisor can help you and remember           
simple is good. People in general will be extremely nice to you but             
expect as many and more to be extremely shy. They can come            
across as being rude but this is rarely their intention. Bear with it             
until a social occasion, usually involving alcohol, and they will be           
tripping over themselves to talk to you. Finally expect to have a lot             
of free time between all the craziness of your first few weeks and             
the start of the semester. Put this time to good use and prepare for              
the year ahead. 



 
6. 
 

● It will be a busy few days when you first arrive. Tokyo orientation             
is a mess of jet-lag and overstimulation. Your first few days in your             
new town are likely to be busy as well, getting bank accounts,            
apartment, and vehicles all set up. Try to get your internet set up             
as soon as possible. It helps to feel connected to your life back             
home and to start making new connections here in Japan. 

 
7. 
 

● When you arrive at school, it will be summer vacation so there will             
be fewer teachers and students at school than usual. Some students           
will be at school for sports, clubs, or extra classes. 

 
● You will have a lot of down time at school during summer vacation,             

so try to use the time to get to know staff, familiarize yourself with              
the school layout, walk around and visit the sports/clubs, study          
Japanese, and prepare your self-introduction lessons. 

 
● I personally think that the beginning when you arrive is crucial to            

building relationships and getting to know the teachers. I was          
somewhat quiet and this resulted in the teachers being very shy           
with me for the rest of the year. 

 
8. 
 

● Ibaraki is the best. You're going to love it here. 
 
9. 
　 

● BUSY! The first few days of JET are a literal worldwide of            
information and events. Orientation will last the first 2 or 3 days            
with around 7 hours of seminars each day. It is a slightly            
overwhelming experience as there will be hundreds of new JETs          
attending. There will be many events but do not feel the need to do              
everything as you need some time to rest from the flight. 

 



● After Orientation you will take a bus to Mito for a small ceremony             
before you are taken back to your new residence by your           
supervisor. The next few days will be lots of errands as your start             
your life in Ibaraki. 

 
10. 
 

● It will be very hot! You need a suit for Tokyo Orientation, but bring              
light clothes as well in case you go out for dinner or something.             
Many people send a bigger suitcase ahead to their new city from            
the airport, so if you do that make sure you have light clothing in              
your Tokyo Orientation suitcase as well. 

 
● If you come from far away, you might be REALLY jetlagged the first             

few days. That's okay! Take naps when you can, and don't push            
yourself too hard. Tokyo Orientation is only the first three days of a             
year-or-more-long adventure! 

 
11. 
 

● There will be some initial setting up for things including apartment           
paperwork, utilities, getting a bank account etc. You also will meet a            
lot of different people in your first few weeks at each school. There             
will be a lot going on, so try to be as courteous and patient as               
possible. Once you're in your routine, you'll be good to go! 

 
 
12. 
 

● Congratulations! You've made it on to the JET programme! Believe          
me, it only gets better from here. I can imagine what you must be              
feeling right now. I can remember the crazy amounts of squealing           
and dancing around when I found out I was shortlisted for JET,            
and also the incredibly long waiting process before I would hear           
about my placement. Thankfully, the waiting game is almost done          
for you and you'll be on your way to experiencing all that Japan has              
to offer! 
 

● It has been a thrilling journey being able to experience Japan's           
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unique culture firsthand, make lasting friendships, teach in        
Japanese schools and try new things. I hope that your journey in            
Japan will also be an amazing one! 

 
13. 
 

● Once you leave Tokyo, you'll have a meeting at Mito (main hub of             
Ibaraki JET activities) with your base school supervisors. You may          
spend a lot of the first day buying necessities for your apartment            
and setting up phone and internet contracts. You will meet a LOT of             
people that day, so don't be afraid to ask for names again (I know I               
wish I did) 

 
14. 
 

● It's going to be hot. Bring a towel. You'll want to carry a towel with               
you at all times, all year round, just in case. Seriously, it's a good              
idea. 

 
15. 
 

● Heat and humidity. You'll arrive in the middle of summer, and it's            
absolutely no joke how hot and stickily humid it is. Pack a hand             
towel and antiperspirant. 

 
● Overwhelmedness. Yes, that's actually real a word. All the new          

things, all the different things, all the gasps you may get from            
locals, everything. 

 
● Jet-lag. It might be masked by excitement, but it'll hit you. Speak to             

your supervisor if you need some time to adjust after getting to            
your new home. 

 
● Confusion. I had no idea what to do or where to begin when I first               

arrived at work. 
 

● Surprise. You'll have to give a short introduction in Japanese when           
you first arrive at school. 

 



16. 
 

● Greetings! I am writing this to you under the impression nothing           
has changed since I came here, so hopefully this will be up to date. 

 
● When you arrive you will be herded with a group of other JETs             

through the airport. After which you will go through customs (fill           
out necessary forms) before boarding bus to the hotel in Tokyo. 

 
● Once you check into the hotel you will get a room with another             

person or two and then a welcoming event complete with dinner           
with a ton of other JETs in a large room. The next couple of days is                
all orientations from how to get prepared, what to expect, etc. You            
will also eventually be brought to meet your fellow Ibaraki JETs. 

 
● To be honest, after the first 2 days you will just want to go to your                

prefecture and learn more about where you will be living. The first            
3 days are chaos, so finally going home will feel nice. 

 
 
17. 
 

● Remembering back when I first left for Japan, I was extremely           
nervous and didn’t know what to expect. However, that changed          
immediately once I met the people I’d be working with. Living in            
Japan as a JET has been a fantastic experience. 

 
18. 
 

● Right when you step off that plane, expect it to be seriously humid.             
If you are not used to that, do your best to prepare for it. Wear               
summer weather in the plane and even if you are freezing cold in             
the plane, trust me... you will need it when you get here. 

 
● There is downtime during the orientations you can use to wander           

around the city or grab money or even meet with people you            
already know in Japan (they just can't go up to your hotel room, but              
you can meet them in the city). But it will seem like one giant              
whirlwind of lectures to go to and people to meet and stuff like that. 



  
● In terms of arriving to your location and the first couple weeks,            

expect not to get much rest. You will be asked to provide x and y               
documents and stuff so be prepared to run around (with assistance,           
of course) getting all of that done. Be prepared to ask all the             
questions you didn't think about prior to departure (and that is           
totally okay). 

 
19. 
 

● Try to come with as few expectations of what things will be like as               
possible. Going anywhere with expectations of what you think it          
will be like or what you will be provided is just setting yourself up              
for disappointment. Instead come with an open mind and a          
willingness to try any new opportunities or overcome any         
challenges that may face you along the way.  

 
● Your first few months here will be a whirlwind of meeting new            

people, being in new situations and just a time of general transition            
all around. You will probably feel many different emotions during          
this time, but that is just part of moving to a new country. Know              
that things will settle down and you will eventually get used to your             
situations, just go along with the ride until then. Just try to have a              
great attitude and be able to laugh things off.  

 
20. 
 

● After Tokyo Orientation, there will be a couple of ceremonies - one            
at the Board of Education (BOE), and one at the base school. These             
ceremonies signify the beginning of the contract and the new          
relationship. 

  
● One-minute speeches are expected from newcomers at every        

school. This is done on the first day after school starts, in the             
teachers' room.  

 
● There isn't a whole lot to do during the first month (before school             

starts), so ask everyone how you can help. Ask many questions and            
explore the school campus and the city.  



 
● After work, reach out to other ALTs and even locals to see what             

kind of events or plans you could be a part of. 
 
21. 
 

● When you first arrive you will visit your base school, and likely be             
introduced to the Principal and Vice Principal. You likely won't          
introduce yourself to the rest of the staff until after summer           
vacation when all the teachers arrive. 

 
● Throughout the summer your supervisor will take you to visit any           

of your other schools and introduce you to the teachers and           
principal there. You will go to city hall and register, get your            
residency card, and get set up in your apartment. 

 
● Expect to feel confused but know that it's natural and if you ever             

get lost just ask your supervisor to explain clearly. They are there            
to help. 

 
● Be ready to introduce yourself loads of times. 

 
● In summer you should also take the time to start talking with your             

JTEs and discuss how you will handle team teaching and both their            
and your own expectations. 

 
22. 
 

● Fun times. 
 
23. 
 

● Upon arriving in your town/city, one of the things your supervisor           
will help with is signing up for a bank account. They likely will             
propose a standard "debit" account to the clerk, but at this point I             
recommend asking for a "debit/credit" card instead. There is no          
annual fee and having a Japanese credit card helps. Online          
purchasing for things like flights and lodging is less complicated          
than coordinating with your account at home. A Japanese credit          



card is also required to get an "ETC Card" which discounts using            
the expressways. If you are an ALT requiring a car or you simply             
want one for personal reasons, my advice is to shop for a vehicle             
with an "ETC unit". They reduce highway tolls significantly and          
you'll be able to move around the country faster.  

 
● In terms of housing, it is random. Some of you will have nice             

furnished apartments and to get settled, all you'll need is toilet           
paper and some groceries, but others may have an empty          
apartment with no stove, no bed/futon, no curtains etc... Hopefully          
you'll get adequate information from your predecessor/BOE about        
your situation. 

 
24. 
 

● You will arrive at Narita and be guided out of the airport onto a              
shuttle bus, which will take you to the hotel where you are staying.             
Customs may take a little while to get through. You should sleep as             
much as you can at night, and try to stay awake during the day. The               
orientation will last a couple of days, and then you will be shuttled             
to your new prefecture. 

 
25. 
 

● After Tokyo Orientation, you will be taken to the Ibaraki Prefectural           
Office in Mito, where you will meet your supervisor from your base            
school. Your supervisor will drive you to your base school, where           
you will meet the principal and vice principal. The first few days            
will be very busy, as you will be setting up your bank account,             
internet, phone and anything missing from your apartment. Your         
supervisor will be assisting you every step of the way, and will be             
available for any questions you may have. 

 
● You will be arriving in the middle of summer matsuri season, so            

take advantage of all the summer festivals in your area! Matsuri are            
great fun, and is a great opportunity to meet people and to make             
new friends. Participating in your town matsuri is a great way to            
meet local people and to experience something uniquely Japanese! 

 



26. 
 

● Jetlag. Anyone from North America will likely find themselves         
going to bed at 7-8pm and waking up at 4am. It'll take a week or two                
to sleep normally. 

 
27. 
 

● Your job starts as soon as you arrive, and participation in the            
orientation is obligatory, so be prepared, but also expect a warm, if            
a little formal, welcome to Japan and your new job. In my            
experience my local board of education were very helpful in          
getting me settled and filling me in when I got to my placement             
town. 

 
28. 
 

● I've enjoyed living here for the last year, as did the predecessor that             
came before me, so you can tell that the ALTs are treated well here. 

 
● The experiences you get here will be great and some of the most             

rewarding times of your life. Make the most of it and do as much as               
you can while you're here. Take the chance for adventure when it            
comes. 

  
29. 
 

● Expect to meet a lot of people, have gifts ready to distribute. 
  

● You might be very overwhelmed and experience jet-lag. This is          
really normal, just allow yourself time to adjust. 

 


